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Sit back and relax as these amazing 
underwater lights beautifully illuminate
the waterway and attract the entire 
aquatic food chain for your viewing or 
sporting pleasure!

You won’t believe your eyes!

We invite you to try any of our lights 
absolutely risk free! The guaranteed is
simple. You’ll love it, or return it for a 
full refund!

The amount of life that is swimming in
the waterway just behind your home 
will amaze you. Our systems provide 
countless hours of fasinating 
entertainment for your family 
and guests.

 We have been building lights for years. Through testing and 
continuous improvements we have developed the highest
quality, most effective underwater lighting systems on 
the market today.  These lights are manufactured from only 
top of the line, UL Approved components, and are proven to 
perform beautifully for years.  We not only famously 
guarantee the fish, but also that you will be thrilled with the 
quality of our light systems.
These systems have not only been tested around the world 
by professional, commercial, and recreational fishermen, 
but have also stood the test of time with waterfront home
homeowners.  Our lights have a reputation for providing 
years of trouble-free service, even when  subjected to harsh 
marine environments. 
Our lights are used in University Studies, and by Research 
Organizations to attract aquatic life for educational and 
scientific purposes.  These same systems are the preferred 

Our reputation with the marine community of quality and 
integrity was earned by years of customer feedback and 
industry leading service and support.  When professionals 
in any field need a top quality underwater lighting system, 

Our Guarantee
It’s not just the fish that are guaranteed.  It’s the quality of 
the products we manufacture and our high level of customer
service that mean we stand behind our lights 100%. We 
guarantee that you will be impressed with the build quality, 
beauty and effectiveness of our lights, or we will gladly 
issue you a full refund. When you combine these incredible 
guarantees with our full warranty protection and reputation
you know that you can order with confidence.
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Our industry-leading limited three-year warranty covers 
all manufacturer’s defects. We are not responsible for 
damaged or misused items. Please see our website for 
more information.
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Single Bulb  Dock Lights
Our entry level system 
provides everything 
you need to light up 
your waterway and 
attract fish!

Double Bulb 

 

Dock Lights
Double the action with 
two of our HID lights 
running on the same 
control box!

Triple Bulb 

 

Dock Lights
Power three of our 
underwater dock lights 
with the same control 
box, and a single plug.

Quad Bulb 

 

Dock Lights

underwater dock lights 
with the same control 
box, and a single plug.

Dual Purpose 
Fishing Light
The same incredible 
HID technology used 
in our dock lights in a 
portable and protected 

12V LED Fishing Lights
We started with the 
brightest LED lights 
on the market and have 
created the world’s 
finest 12v LED fishing 
lights!

Underwater Dock Lights
These underwater dock lights are perfect for 
waterfront properties and are designed to 
be left in place, coming on automatically at 
night, and turning off again in the morning.

Portable Fishing Lights
Our portable systems allow you to take 
the fish-attracting power of our lights to 
your favorite fishing spot, whether that is 
a secret spot on the high seas or your local 
fishing pier.

configuration.

Illuminate four of your

Get everything you need 
for your dock in one easy
package and get a great
discount!

Dock Light Packages
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